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1.
CALCINATION CF MISSOURI FLINr, BURLEY
.i.n d DIASPORE CLAYS

I.

m A ROTARY

KILN

Int~oduction

This thesis will concern itself primarily with the
preparation, handling and calcination of Missouri fire
clays that are

subsequent~

used as "greg" for manufact-

ure of fire brick. This "greg•, i.e., calcined flint,
burley or diaspore clay is then mixed with ether clays
having plastic qualities to

fo~

desired shapes of higb

temperature refractories, and burned as a final product
in tunnel kilns and as required, in 8 beehiTe• or periedio
kilns.

The actual manufacture ef fire brick will not be

dealt with since it is, in itself, a highly specialised
indust~.

We are immediately concerned with the proper

preparatioD of calcined clay as required f•r firebrick
manufacture.
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INSTRUMEHTATION DIA.GRAK

Chart Fer Fig. II

1•· High Level BiBdicator Kodel

~.

2.

LOW' Level Bbdicator Jledel .A..

s.

Leeds &. Nerthrup Keael R Recerder fer coJtstut
weight feeder.

4. Stack dampers, eperated b7 maaual ceDtrol ef Mioro.ax
electric oemtr•l &Dd Jaaette

s. · lroB-Ce:aatnt8.D
Medel R
6.

thermoceuple with L. & B. Micromax

Recorder~

Tachometer with L. & N. Jlicre•x Jlodel R Recorder.

7. Ra7-0-Tube with i•dicatiBg
1liore•x :Medel
8.

DriTe~

&Dd

reoerdiag L. & N.

s.

Iren-CoDst&llt&ll Couple to L. & N. Jlicromax Model R

Recorder, K.E.C. Controller, valTe drive and North
Aaericaa Adjustable Pert Valve.

4&~

INSTRUMENTATICfi -- DESIGN .bd FUNCTION

~though

autematie control and indicating instruments

have been shown

f)rt

Instrumentation Diagram, Page 3, and 11amed

along with related equipment, Page 4, it is thought that a
diseussien ef each may clarify their purpose and
1~

High Level Bindicator Model A.

This

funotieD~

instru~nt

is

located near the top of the kiln feed hopper so that when the
hopper is full, the angle'of repose o£ the raw crushed clay
allows the material at the toe of the slope to exert pressure
ag&iDst the flexible diaphragm of the Bindicator, tilting a
Mercoid

switch~

an electrical contact is thereby made, caus-

ing 110 Volt relays in the electrical switch room to become
energized~

The 100 Volt magnetic coil breaks the holdiDg

coil phase in the 440 Volt circuit, stopping the meter driv•
ing the conveyor which fills the

hopper~

The Srd phase iD

the circuits of the cth,e r equipment feeding clay to the conveyor are simultaneously deenergized, and the filling operatieD

stops~

When sufficient clay has been used from the

hopper to allew the material pressiEg against the Bindioator
diaphragm to fall away from it, electrical contact is broken
in the 110 Volt relays and the 440 Volt system is energized

to start the feeaing

equipment~

4b~

2~

LGw Level Bindieator Model

This unit functiens

A~

in the same manner except that it is not tied in elecjrioally
with any handling

wquipment~

The energizing of 110 Volt re-

lay circuit caused by the decreasing level of clay in the

·eeea

hopper serves only to sound an alarm horn, telling the

operator that enly five minutes feed of material remains in
the

This normally allows the

hopper~

time te

~perator

determine why the High Level Bindioatora did not function to
start the filling
8~

Leeds
Weight

&

equipment~

Northrup Model R Recorder for Constant

Feeder~

This is strictly a.n indicating and

recordiBg instrument and does not function as a

controller~

The constant weight feeder is necessarily at the feed end of
the

kiln~

For obvious reasons the recorder is located in the

Control Room near the discharge

end~

The inked needle records

on a circular, twenty-four hour, chart the tons per hour being fed to the
4~

Stack

kiln~
Dampers~

A series of eight dampers, each

mounted on a shaft are lecated in the cross secticn of the
stack immediately above the kiln exhaust

fan~

The damper

shafts are tied together with a steel arm which is connected
to a Janette

drive~

The drive can be made to open or close

the dampers by manually operating the knob, er dial en a
Mioromax Electric Control Unit located in the Control

Room~

4c.

Operation of the dampers is strictly manual since the Automatic Control portion · of the unit was proven to be

impractical~

Opening of the dampers for increased draft raises the temperature at the feed end of the kiln.

Cl0sing of the dampers

"bottles" the combustion gases in the kiln ana stack temperature

drops-~

Iron-Constant8Jl Thermocouple with

5~

Micromax Model "R"

Recorder~

L~

& N~

: A thermocouple pocket

projects through the rear wall of the vestibule at the feed
end o£ the kiln and extends about two feet inside the rear
retaining
pocket.

dam~

An Iron-Constantan couple is located in the

Lead-wires connect the couple with a Model

cording Micromax in the kilD control

"s"

The temperature

room~

of the gases at the charge end of the kiln is thereby
Control of exit gas temperatures is obtained by
of the dampers as explained in the preceding
6~

Tachometer with

L~ &

re-

recorded~

manipulati~n

paragraph~

N. Micromax Model "R"

Recorder~

An electric Tachometer Corporation Type M-400& Tachometer is

connected to the first drive shaft of the kiln with a flexible
coupling and lead-wires connect the instrument to a Model "R"
L. &

N~

Recorder in the Control

Room·~

R.PJM. is recorded on the circular

J.ctual kiln speed ill

chart~

Desired changes

in speed of the kiln are made by manual operation of a dPUm

4a.
controller~

A speed of one revolution per minute has been

proved to be the optimum.
7~

Ray-0-T~be

with Indicating & Recoraing L. &

N~

Mieromax Mod.el "su. For temperatures of 2400-2800<>:F

normally attained on fire clay operation, optical instruments
instead of thermocouples are used.

A Leed.s &

Northrup Ra.y-0-

Tube, sighted on the clay being discharged from the kiln is

"s"

electrically connected to the L. & N~ Model
cated in the Control Room.

Recorder lo-

The temperature of the clay is

continuously recorded on the strip chart.

No attempt at

automatic control of the burners is made in this phawe of the
operation since fusion temperatures may var:y
B.

widely~

Iron-Constantan Couple to L. & N. Mioromax Model "R"
For Control o£ Cooler

~enching

Water·.

A manually

operated water valve is located at the feed end of the rotar.y
cooler and 75% o£ the quenching water required is added

here~

However, in order to cool the clay sufficiently to prevent
burning the rubber belt

conv~or

which leads to the loading

track, automatic control of the final water is
An !~on-Constantan couple is located

about six feet from the

cooler discharge on the downstream side of the
water quenching

line~

necessa~.

second&~

Fluctuations in temperature of the clay

being quenched are transmitted from the couple to a Model "R"

4e.

Recorder, M. E. C". Controller, valve drive a.nd North American
Adjustable-port valve. · The

M~

E.

c.

ca.n be set at any temper-

ature desired for the clay at the cooler discharge, and the
balance of the control system functions automatically to main-

tain the set temperature.

s.
II.

Plant Lecation

The .greater portion of the Missouri Southern clay district covers an area of over 600 square miles, bordered on
the North by Hermann, on the East by Beaufert, the South
by Cuba and

st. James and on the West by Belle, Missouri.

It also extends in a Southwesterly direction to Rolla, Mo.
4nother area of lesser magnitude is located Northwest of
the Gasconade River in the Linn-Mint Hill-Chamois

district~

If reference is made to the "East Central Missouri Fire
Clay Districts," Missouri Geolegical Survey and Water
Resources Map (Henry

s.

McQueen and Garland B. Gott, June

1942) it will be noted that Owensville, where the oalciDing
plant is located, is almost in the exact geographic center

of the Southern Fire Clay District.
It will also be noted that the heaviest concentration
of flint clay pits is
tratiens of

ana Swiss,

diasp~re

Mo~

ve~

near Owensville, with concen-

and burley clays occurring near

Belle

Since the calcining plant was originally

constructed for the purpose of preparing flint clay for
chemical uses in General Division, Allied Chemical & Dye
Corporatien plants, it is logical that a location closest
to the flint deposits was picked.
Although custom calcining operation of flint, burley

6.

and diaspore clays for use in the firebrick industry was
developed after the plant was constructed, it is still within
easy hauling distance of burley and diaspore deposits.

Location on a railroad was also essential as clay must
move to various company locations.

The Rook Island Railroad

runs through Owensville and through the center of the Southern Clay District.
cars.

Fuel oil must also be received in tank

7.
III.

Plant Cost, Size and Design

The _plant was constructed in 1943 and 1944 at an approximate cost

or

$1,000,000.

The crushing equipment for raw clay has a capacit,y of
50 tons per hour.

The calciner has a feed capacity of 400

tons per 24 hour day.

Recovery factors of flint, burley

and diaspore will

but recovery for each grade will

va~

% RecoverY

average:
Flint

------------------

78.1 %

Burley

------------------

73.9 %

Diaspore -----------------

62.7%

Free moisture, combined water, organic matter and dust
losses in process contribute to the above factors.
The plant was designed entirely by General Divisien,
Allied Chemical & Dye Corporation engineers from the
company's Engineering Division at Camden, New Jersey.
Since the plant was built during World War II when construction materials were on strict

allocation, design was con-

siderably more difficult and some substitutions had to be
made.

Since that time, however, many wood structures have

been replaced with steel.

a.
Purpose

IV.

The .use of bard calcined flint, burley and diaspore
clays in fire brick manufacture has a number of advantages,
both from the quality and economic standpoints.
as

(a)

They are

fellows:

Reduce Shrinkage.

When

refract0~

clays are precessed

through a rotary kiln, free water is givem off, then
combined water.

as fusion temperature is approached

density increases and shrinkage occurs.

~

near

fusion temperatures are maintained througheut the

oalciDe, virtually all shrinkage is removed.

Since

clese tolerances on final size of fire brick are
necessa~,

the impertance of using preshrunk clay in

brick make-up can readily be seen.

In the use of all

raw clay to form a fire brick, as mach as 10% shrinkage can be expected and final size tolerances are
frequently exceedea.

Brick sizes can be more accurate-

ly pre-determined if a preshrunk clay is used.
(b)

Reduce Breakage.

Considerably less breakage of the

final fire brick is realized.

Due to reduced shrink-

age, stress within the brick is lessened and breakage
reduced.

This of course means less waste material to

be reprocessed.

9.

(c)

Economics.

Rota~

calcination of fire clays has so

many advantages over periodic, or beehive, calcination
as to make the latter obsolete except when
ciner capacity is insufficient.

rota~

cal-

From the cost stand-

point only large lumps of clay can be burned in a
periodic kiln, due to its down-draft nature, and
considerable labor is required to stack these lumps
inside the kiln.

Unstacking labor too is necessary,

ana breakage due to heating ana cooling makes this a
costly operation.

The preheating burning, cooling

and hauling eut cycle in a periodic kiln is approximately seven days, whereas, the entire

rota~

cycle

from the time the raw clay is d•mped into the crusher
until the cooled product is loaded into oars is four
hours.

Also fines can be fed with the crushed lumps,

and do not have to be separated and held for another
suitable operation.

From the freight standpoint, if

clays can be calcined near the mine and then shipped
to consuming points for fire brick manufacture, a 22%
reduction in weight is realized, and in this instance
where calcining is done at Owensville, the center of
the hard clay area, savings are sometimes appreciable,
as some material is shipped to the West Coast.

10~

Generally, the availability of rotary calcined fire
clay has been a boon to the ceramic industry and more
uses . are being found for it every day.
{d)

Increases density of final ceramic product.

11.
V.

Raw Materials

The three major raw materials te be dealt with are:
a.

Diaspore

b.

Burley

c. Flint
Some admixture of bond clay and burley flint is not uncommon but these grades are processed, not because they have
any specifically desirable properties, but because their

occurrence with the three major grades is frequent, and grading at the mine is costly.

Their presence is not undesirable,

so long as their fusion point is not below or too far above
that of the major grade being calcined.

South American

(Dutch Guiana) Bauxite has also been calcined in the Owensville

but calcines of this material have been in-

rota~,

frequent ana infoPmation is therefore meager.

{a)

Diaspore.

!1203.

H20 or Al 0 (OH) a natural hydrated

alumina.

Color:

Gray, white, pink, yellow, brewn.

Contains maximum theoretical 85.1% 41203, balance
water.

For calcining purposes, some fire brick manu-

facturers separate diaspore into two grades.
analyses are as follows:

Typical

12.

Table No. 1
Typical Analyses of 1st ana 2nd Grade
Diaspore Clays - (Raw Basis)

lst Grade
Diaspore
alumina.

71.19 %

2nd Grade
Dias12ore
60.85

Silica

7.76

18.74

Ferric Oxide

2.00

1.32

Lime

0.51

0.13

:Wl.S.gn e s ia

0.97

0.75

Titania

3.33

2.68

alkalies

0.86

1.87

13.38

18.66

Ignition Loss

100.00 %

%

100.00 %

13~

Diaspore occurs in pits or "sink hole" deposits in the
Owensville area.

Occurrence is normally with burley

and !lint, the amount of any one grade varying greatly.
Deposits

car~ing

diaspore frequently have diaspore

as the center or core, grading into burley, then burley
flint, then flint as the rim, adjacent to the rimrock.
This is by no means a set pattern,

since diaspore may

occur also in vertical or herizental strata, or be
separated by layers of flint or burley.

As in the case

.

.

of the Shreiman deposit near Swiss, Mo., over 70 ft.
ef high-iron flint covered the tremendous tonnage of
diaspore in the bottom of the pit.
Diaspore has a granular appearance due te the "burls"
of Jl203.

It is hara, extremely abrasive, and rough

to the touch.

Due to its highly abrasive nature, one

o£ the field tests for it is to rub it with a piece
of steel.

~

black mark will be left on the piece of

diaspere, as proof of its

abrasiveness~

Diaspore tem-

peratures at the discharge of the kiln vary from 26000F.
to 28000F. depending

on the quality of the clay.

Higher alumina content coupled with low impurities,
particularly alkalies and iron generally mean higher
fusion temperatures.

14.
(b)

Burley.

This intermediate grade of olay

O&Jl

be called a

hybrid, consisting ef "burlsa ef high alumina material
set in a flint mass - a heterogeneous mixture of diaspore and flint.

Table No. 2
Typical Analysis of Burley
Clay - (Raw Basis)

Alumina

55.53

l.ilica

23.50

Ferric Oxide

0.75

Lime

0.22

Magnesia

o.sa

Titania.

8.58

.alkalies

2 "~05

Ignition Loss

%

.

18.99
100.00%

15.

As in diaspore and flint, alumina content varies, with
a low of 48% and a high of

60%, the latter point nor-

mally considered as entering the 2nd grade diaspore
range.

Physically, burley varies from a soft, bondy

mass carrying high alumina "oolites" or "burls" to an
extremely hard, rough, rock-like nature, broken dawn
only with rugged, high speed crushers.

The fusion

point range on burley clays is wider than on either
flint or diaspore, due to a wide variation in alkalies,
iron, lime and other impurities.

Burley is also mis-

leading when it is attempted to estimate its alumina

content by the amount of' "burls"

present~

Some vir-

tually "smooth" burleys will analyze over 50% Al20g.
Calcining temperatures var.y from 25000f. to

(c)

Flint - (Kaolinite).

The chemical composition of

flint fire clay is remarkably uniform.
Kaolinite, with the composition:
An

2750~.

Al203~

average flint clay has this analysis:

It is a true
2S_i0g. 2H20.

16~

Table No. 8

Analysis of Flint Clay - (Raw Basis)

Alumina

37.80%

Silica

42.88

Ferric Oxide

1.71

Lime

0.15

Magnesia

0.14

Titania

2.10

Alkalies

2.06

Ignition-Loss

13.16
100.00 %

17.

Flint has a oonooidal fracture, exhibiting smooth,
curving faces and razor sharp edges.
break readily with hammer or pick.

Most grades

It has a soapy

feel resembling talc and a solid cubic foot weight of
130 pounds. Flint of a light gray to white color and
a relatively high density is generally of the best
quality~

Dark gray to black flint, and red flint are

usually low in fusion.

abrasive.

Flint in the raw state is non-

After calcination it is almost as abrasive

as burley or diaspore, although lending itself to
crushing or grinding much more

readily~

Flint is by

far the most common in occurrence, outnumbering burley
and diaspore by 15 or 20 to 1.

18~

VI.
(a)

Flint~

Crushing, Calcining & Cooling

This type will be dealt with first since it

constitutes 80% of total custom

tonnage~

Flint in

the foPm of lumps ranging from 18" across to shattered fines is supplied by customer via contract hauler,
either direct from pit or from stockpiles built up .
Dump trucks of 7i ton capacity

for this purpose.

dump into a 10 ton hopper and the material is fed
to a Williams

Crushe~

by means of a Jeffrey Manu-

facturing Company 27" apron feeder, inclined at 24°,
at a rate of approximately 40 tons per hour;
apron speed is constant, load will

va~

Since

according

to size of

l~s

and amount of open space left in

the load.

The apron dumps into the #SO Slugger type

Williams Ring Hammer Crusher, with the grates removed·.

Only one pass is necessary to obtain the

desired

reduction~

An Allis-Chalmers sizing screen

(used when crushing a finer product for chemical
clay) is by-passed.
ing screen size:

The crushed clay has the

foll~

19.
3" to 1"

----------------------

1" to 4 mesh

19.3 %

-----~-------~--~~

40.7

On 8

---~----------~-------

13.5

On 10

~----~-----~~-------~-

5.2

On 20

----~-~----~---~------

8.5

12.8

Minus 20

100.0

%

The crushed material is taken to a 900 ton raw clay
silo, or fed to a conveyor to kiln feed hopper by a
centrifugal bucket elevator using 12"x7nx7i" buckets.
Normal procedure is to £ill hopper feeding the kiln
and then intermittently crush and elevate to the silo.
10 hours crushing is required to operate the kiln at
1~

to 17 tons per hr.

feed rate for 24 hours.

Crushed flint from the £eea hopper flows to a Merrick
24" Constant Weight Feeder.

The rubber belt conveys

the material over the weighing mechanism and then
discharges it to a 12" ·screw conveyor.

The screw

enters the rear wall of the gas chamber on the feed
end of the kiln, proJecting sufficiently far (10')
inside the kiln to discharge its load on the down siae
o£ the rear retaining dam.

The constant weight feeder

is equipped with a starvation gate which functions
when insufficient clay is available to the belt.

If

20.
a lump or large chunk partially blocks the hopper outlet the gate automatically raises until the obstruction has been discharged and then closes to the normal
setting.

Wide variations in density of the clay be-

ing fed are also taken care of by the gate.
After

delive~

into the kiln, the material travels at

a rate of approximately one ft. per minute with the
kiln rotating at 1

R.P.M~

The kiln has a pitch of

1/2" per foot toward the West, or discharge

end~

Combustion gases leaving the kiln vestibule at the
charge end are normally carried at 9500F.

Variation

of this temperature is accomplished by remotely controlled dampers set in the fan discharge.

Increased

draft, of course, raises the temperature at the feed
end of the kiln.

For a reduced temperature the re-

verse is true.
Retention time of material in the kiln is 3 hours
and is obtained by 5 retaining dams built up by
successive step-up courses of fire brick, each 15"
higher than the 6" firebrick kiln

lining~

charge dam is 4' from the nose ring.

The dis-

The second dam

is 51' from the nose ring and the other 3 dams are
31' apart.

A sixth dam at the charge end does not

21.
contribute to retention time but prevents the kiln
load from backing out into the gas, or dust

chamber~

The last 20 to 25 ft. of kiln is considered to be the
actual calcining zone, since incipient fusion is observed approaching this zone.

The material within

10 ft. of the discharge dam is carried at that stage
of fusion where the clay lumps stick together and
form "slabs" about 2 ft. in length.

Temperature

regulation here must be extremely fine, and must be
done by sight alone.

10° to 15°. F. variation will

change the amount of "slabbing", if on the low side,
slabs will break up and the flint will not be sufficiently vitrified when discharged.

If temperature

is a little too high, large balls will form due to
the increased "stickiness" of the clay, and temperature must be drastically lowered for the balls to
break up.

On occasion if a high alkali clay is en-

countered ana ball formation occurs it is

necessa~

to shut down the kiln and roll the balls out over the
discharge dam by means of a long steel hook.

On

high alkali flints which normally have a low fusion
point ring formation frequently

occurs~

This results

from partially fused flint sticking to the kiln lin-

22.

ing at the hot spot and
the form of a

fo~ming

an unbroken ring in

dam~

These flint rings . are generally not troublesome and
either fall from their awn weight, or can be made to
fall by a decrease in calciDing temperature of 15 to
20°

~

Occasionally they can be broken by shutting off

all burners for about one minute.

Less underburned

clay is produced in the latter method.
Flint discharged from the kiln cascades into
brick-lined steel chute,

.a

fire-

which delivers into a 6 ft.

diameter, 60 ft. long rotary cooler, consisting of a
3/8" steel shell, lined for half of its length with

6"

firebricks~

Actual cooling accomplished by heat

loss through the brick and steel cooler wall is
slight although the shell is water cooled.
quenching is

necessa~

Water

at both ends of the cooler,

about 75% of the cooling water required being added
with a 3/4" line dix-eotly on the hot clay as it
enters the

cooler~

The balance of the water is added

t.o the clay through another line about 8 1 from the

cooler discharge.

This latter addition is automati-

cally controlled by an Iron Constantan couple, with
an L. & N~ Model R Controller and an automatic water
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valve.

Close control at this point is essential to

protect the belt conveyor to

track~

The material is

discharged from the cooler at 280° to 270° F. into
the boot of a short continuous elevator.

One ele-

vator discharge leads to a Hewitt-Robbins Hot
Materials (Maltese Cross) 18" wide belt conveyor
running to a loading track. The belt is inclined at
19° with the horizontal and discharges into a 10 ton
capacity steel hopper which can be used as a surge
hopper during railroad switching

operation~

However,

with the exception of switching periods, or change
of oars, the material is allowed to flow through the
hopper directly into cars.
The alternate discharge from the cooler elevator
accommodates trucks which, when loaded, can be backed
up a nearby loading ramp and dumped into cars·.

This

method was used exclusively before installation of the
belt loading conveyor but is now used only when the
belt is out of service for short periods of time.
Another method formerly used for loading flint was to
allow it to travel through the General Chemical clay
screw conveyors to the calcined clay storage silo area
and then shunt it into screw conveyors to

track~
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This method was abandoned at the customer's request,
since break-up of the calcined flint in the

sere~

occurred and the grain size of the material was unsuitable for firebrick

manufacture~

Average screen

size of calcined flint now being produced is as
follows:
3/8" to 2" -------------------- 60%

On 4 Mesh -------------------- 23.%
On 8 Mesh -------------------- 7.%
On 12 Mesh -------------------- 6%

On 20 Mesh -------------------- 2%
Thru 20 Mesh ------------------

2%

100%
This is subject to some variation, depending on the
physical characteristics of the raw material

supplied~

Typical hourly operating figures for five minute intervals, taken from daily sheets on a flint calcine are
as follows:
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Table

No~

4

Operating Temperatures of a Flint Clay Calcine
Kiln Disch.
Temp.

° F.

Cooler Disch.

Temp~

OF.

Gas

Temp~

Kiln Exit

at

Feed Rate
Tons per Hr~

2585

260

985

16~2

2595

230

990

15"~9

2580

280

990

16~8

2580

260

995

16~0

2580

260

990

15~9

2590

260

990

15~8

2590

260

985

15~8

2600

270

975

16~2

2580

260

980

16~1

2585

230

985

16~0

2590

240

990

15~8

2585

250

985

15~7
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Since a large

po~tion

ef the custom flint burned is

delivered from stockpiles, it is usually made up of
material from several pits which may have different
P.C.E. (Pyrometric cone equivalent). For this reason,
a visual check

eve~

15 minutes of the degree of

fusion in the calcining zone is

necessa~.

Non-

uniformity of clay and inability to properly mix the
material may dictate adjusting burners frequently to
avoid excessive stickiness and formation of balls.
The firewall, 24" from the kiln nose ring at the lgw
point, accommodates 3 permanently located 6" Hauck
oil burners set in the shape of an equilateral triangle,

each burner being 37" frem the others.

All

burners are angled slightly toward the center so
that their lateral axis tend to converge.

On low

temperature calcination such as General Chemical
clay, this convergence aids in keeping all burners
lit.

&tomization is accomplished by 65 ounces of

air deliTered around the periphery of the nozzles
from the Spencer Turbo-compressor.
It was formerly the practice to use a 458 nozzle in

#1 (high-left),
A 45° in

a

80 8

DOZZle

#8 (lew-center).

in #2 {high right), and
All burDers were used,
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with f3 performing the functien ef heabing the clay to
the final maximum temperature, and contributing only
about 10% of the total

B.~~U.

required.

After several

trial runs, it was determined that the calcining zone
could be lengthened, and near fusion maintained over
a longer period of time by shutting the lawer burner

(#3) completely off and increasing settings ana pressures on the other two

bu~ners.

This practice is

currently follewed.
Pyrometric cone equivalent designations are given
clays by making a small triangular "cone" about 2"
long and pointed at the apex, and heaving it in an
oven with standard cenes of known melting points, in
a vertical positien.

Bending of the unknown cone in-

dicates its P.C.E. and it is given the same P.C.E.
equivalent nurnber a.s the standard cone whioh failed
at the same temperature.

Although the temperature

at which incipient, or surface fusion takes place in
the kiln is necessarily the maximum (to avoia ball
formation), it is not sufficiently high to cause oone
failure in a test oven at the same temperature.

There-

fore a given grade of flint may reach its peak rotar.y
calcining temperature at 2600° Y. whereas a cone test
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may reveal it to be a "cone 32" clay, with a fusion
temperature of 3092° F.

Cone equivalents and corres-

ponding temperatures are given below:

Table No. 5

?Yrometric Cone

Eguival~nt,

High Temperature Series

Cone No.

ocentigrad~

OFahrenheit

23

1580

2876

26

1595

2903

27

1605-

2921

28

1615

2939

29

1640

2984

30

1650

3002

31

1680

3056

32

1700

3092

32l

1725

3137

33

1745

3173

34

1760

3200

35

1785

3245
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Although

laborato~

checks can be maae on calcined

flint to determine if all shrinkage has been removed,
spot -checks during calcination must of necessity be
visual.

Small d.ippers of the material are taken as

it spills from the kiln and after cooling the pieces
are examined.

A chalky pink appearance indicates

that it is considerably underburnea.

a very white

chalky appearance indicates underburning but closer
to the desired point.
with glassiness

ver~r

a light gray to dark gray color

much in evidence indicates a

good burD with virtually all shrinkage removed.
dark cast is the result of mullite

fo~ation

The

and is

a reliable criteria. Flint clays containing sufficiently high quantities of alkali, calcium, free
silica or iron may fuse ana blQat before proper
shrinkage removal.

Some flints that are not top

quality tend to have a white appearance and show very
little vitrification under normal conditions.

Quality

of the burn can be improved by reducing the production
rate and holding stack temperature the

same~

As

stated above, a light to dark gray color of the kiln
product along with vitrification on the inside of
the particle are the best indications of a satisfac-

so.
tory burn.

Flint calcining temperatures vacy from

2450 6 to 2650° F.
(b)

Burle.y .

Due to the hardness and toughness of burley

clay, and its tendency to resist size reduction, handling of this material in the regular raw clay system
did not prove satisfactor,y since the larger pieces of
burley tended to become wedged in the screw conveyors
and caused an unusually high number of production
stoppages and repairs.

For about 3 years, burley has

been crushed and fed through the diaspore system.
The lump material is dumped into a truck hopper and
fed manually to an inclined Pabber belt which discharges into a StaDdard Eagle Crusher having 6 tooth
crushing rings mounted on Counterrotating shafts.
Reduction obtained is 4" maximum.

The Eagle Crusher

discharges to the boot of a 50 foot high continuous
elevator which in turn discharges to a covered chute
set at

soo

with the horizontal and delivers material

through the gas chamber to the down side of the rear
retaining dam inside the kiln.

Using this system re-

quires additicnal around-the-cleck crushing manpower,
but results in less production stoppage.

Feed rate is

established by feeding one 6 ton truckload ever.y 20
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minutes or 18 tons per hour.
After burley enters the kiln, it is treated in about the
same manner as flint with same gas exit temperature.
The fins.l discharge temperature of the clay must be
found by the kiln operator by starting 30° to 50° below the temperature the burley is estimated to be
capable of taking ana gradually increasing to the
point of incipient fusion.

Ball formation during a

burley calcine is extremely undesirable since these
balls are unusually hard and difficult to get rid of.
They do not break up of themselves and must be rolled
out of the kiln by means of a long hook.

These burley

balls have a tendency to grow, or "snowball" and have
reached such size that on one occasion the kiln discharge chute had to be cut open to dispose of them.
Extreme care must also be exercised in avoiding formation of burley "dams" or rings, in the calcining
zone.

Normally, however, stickiness of the burley

will cause a uniform coating of burley fines to be
gradually deposited on the surface of the firebrick.
This is generally removed with hammers during planned
shutdown periods when the kiln can be entered.

This

coating reaches 7" of thickness on occasion and seri-
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ously affects proper subsequent calcination of General
Chemical Clay since, by the presence of the coating,
the retention time in the calcining zone is reauced.
The appearance of a properly burned burley varies somewhat from that of fltnt.

The general color is a con-

siderably darker gray ana the fines have been fused
into agglomerates.

Vitrification on the inside of

properly burned pieces is essential.
A

special burley calcine is performed about onceeach

year for the Corhart Refractories Company, Louisville,
Kentucky.

Burley is given one pass through the

Williams Crusher with 3/4 inch grates and the .american
with 1 lnch perforated plate and is then calcined without screening.

Corhart does not use this material

direct in refractory manufacture but fuses it in electric furnaces.

For this reason shrinkage removal is

not important.

All free and combined water however

must be removed to prevent difficulties in the electric
fusion.

For this reason a maximum loss-on-ignition

of 0.35% has been established.

Laboratory tests indi-

cate that all combined water has been removed at 1800°20000 F., but due to non-uniformity of temperatures

within the kiln, and the usual "blanketing" of some

ss.
particles in the clay bed, about 2400° F. is generally
necessar,y to obtain the desired L.O.I. figure.
Generally, burley· has the widest variation in calcining
temperature, due to a corresponding variation in alkali
and alumina content.
(c)

Diaspore.

Like burley, diaspore must also be crushed

and handled through special equipment, due partly to
its hardness and

t~e

fact that damp diaspore fines in

the raw state pack tightly under screw conveyor flights
and cause frequent stoppages from electrical overload.
Diaspore is handled through the same equipment as burley, the material being dumped into a truck hopper,
m~nually

fed to a belt conveyor, Standard Eagle Crusher,

elevator and chute to kiln.
normal feed rate.

18 tons per hour is the

More difficulty is experienced in

the handling of diaspore than burley,

since the

material, if wet, tends to pack and hang in elevator
boot and buckets.

Calcining procedure is the same ex-

cept that diaspore Kenerally will stand higher temperatures.

Lower grade diaspore will stand 2600° and the

higher grades about 2800° F.
te~eratures,

Due to higher calcining

the stack temperature is normally carried

at 1000° F. and fuel consumption is higher.

Like
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burley, the appearance of well calcined diaspore is
dark gray, with fines fused into agglomerates. Some
ball formation may· occur but this is not as likely as
in the case of burley.

On the higher temperature burns,

vitrification in the larger pieces is noted, but a
normal burn (for most customers) is a dark gray, dense
particle.

Some Befractories do not request an extreme-

ly hard burn due to the subsequent difficulties in
grinding.
In general it can be said that diaspore calcines with

less attendant difficulties than burley although higher
stack and discharge temperatures must be maiDtainea.
(a.)

Bauxite.

Only bare mention can be made of this raw

material since our experience is meager.

One burn of

South American (Dutch Guiana) bauxite was made.

Dur-

ing the calcine when kiln discharge temperature was
being increased to fusion point the bauxite bad a
light almost fluffy appearance up to 2750° F.
Between 27500 and 2800° F. a radical change in appearance and density took place.

The light fluffy material

had changed to a black very dense clinker.

Insofar

as the resultant prod.uct was concerned, it was highly
satisfactory~

Dust loss was very high, although the
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material was sprayed with water inside the kiln, and
combined with a normal L;O.I.,

reoove~

was only 52%.
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VII.

Importance of Fuel Consumption
And RefractorY Lining

It is felt that more information should be included on
these two important features.
{a)

Fuel Consumption.

The nearest natural gas line to

Missouri Clay Fields is 100 miles (St. Louis,

Mo~

-

Mississippi River Fuel Corporation, Mexico, Mo.
Panhandle and Eastern Gas Line.)

Missouri Clay Fields

started operation in 1944 on #5 Residual Fuel Oil but
in 1948 changed to #6 Residual (Bunker

"cu)~

There

is normally a 1¢ per gallon differential between #5
and #6 oil, and #6 has an approximate 10,000 higher
B.T.U. value per gallon, which makes it desirable from
both standpoints.

Nevertheless, cost of operation on

oil is considerably more expensive than natural gas and
the subject of fuel consumption is all-important.

How-

ever, control o£ exit stack temperature is probably
the most important factor in regulating fuel consumption.

Reduction of kiln stack temperature also reduces

the length of the calcining zone, and if too drastic
a temperature reduction is made quality of the burn
will suffer.

High feed rates are.also conducive to
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fuel conservation but result in inferior quality product.

Borderline conditions on stack temperatures to

result in acceptable fuel oil consumption and product
quality are 900° F. for Flint, 950° F. for Burley and

1000° F. for

Diaspore~

These temperatures apply at

17 net tons per hour feed rate.
For 11 months of the year 1955 fuel oil consumption
for all grades of custom material was - 27.91 gallons
per net ton.
(b)

Refractory Lining in Kiln.

In the 175 1 of kiln length,

125' can be called the "cola" zone and the last 50',
the "hot", or calcining zone.
ditions, existing in each zone,

Due to different conrefracto~

different characteristic are used.

linings of

In the cold zone

an abrasion resistant block is necessary to withstand
the abrasive quality of high alumina clays at lower
temperatures.

High heat resistance is not important.

For this reason a stiff mud, high density block is
used, either the Harbison-Walker "Walsh" block of 40%
alumina, or the Walsh "Warco" 40% alumina block.
In the "hot" zone high heat resistance and spall re-

sistance is important and a 6Q% alumina block is

used~

Since, at calcining temperatures burley and diaspore
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are less abrasive, an abrasion block is not required.
This is a dry press block instead of a stiff mud pro-

duct.

Since the Owensville kiln alternates between

low temperature and high temperature calcines, life
of cold zone 40% blocks is about 12 years.
years is normal for hot zone lining.

Three
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VIII.
Rota~

Summary

calcination of fire clays for manufacture of re-

fractor,y products has come into prominence in Missouri only
in the last 10 years.

When custom calcining operations

started at Owensville early in 1946, General Chemical's
local personnel were unschooled in high temperature calcination.

Since these custom operations were carried on for

only one week per month, it can be appreciated that know-how
was necessarily developed over a period of

years~

Demand at first was low, then moderate.
apparent however, to

refracto~

It soon became

manufacturers that not only

could rotar.y calcined clay be produced cheaper than periodic
kiln calcined clay, it required less time and manpower, and
fines, formerly discarded or used elsewhere in the process
could be fed into a rotary along with the regular crushed
lumps.
Calcined clay was used more and more extensively in Hew
products and the percentage increased in others.

Greatly

improved quality resulted and breakage was reduced.

At this writing all major refraotor.y producers now have
or are building their own rotary calciners and the smaller
producers still rely on custom burning. Six rotaries a.re
in operation in the various clay districts - the Cheltenham
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area in North Missouri, the basal Pennsylvanian area
south of the Missouri River, and the plastic clay area
in St. Louis.
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Richard Addison Parker was born in Sabetha, Kansas,
April 28, 1910, the son of Wickliffe
Charbonnier.
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Parker and Dorothea

He graduated from High School at Eureka,

In 1933 he was graduated from the School of Mines

and Metallurgy of the

Unive~sity

of Missouri with the degree

of Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering.
He married Avarilla Murphy of East St. Louis, Illinois
in 1944.
Upon graduating he started employment with the General
Chemical Company at their East St. Louis plant, serving in
capacities of Control Chemist, Quality Inspector, Alurnintlffi
Sulphate Foreman and assistant Superintendent over a period
of eleven years.
In 1944 he was transferred to the Company's largest
plant in Claymont, Delaware in the capacity of General Foreman of the Aluminum Sulphate, Soaa Alum, and Crystal Alum
Departments.
After a special assignment at E. St. Louis Works in
1946 he was appointed Assistant Superintendent of the
Company's Missouri Clay Fields Plant in Owensville,

Mo~

The plant shortly thereafter became General Chemical Division of allied Chemical and Dye Corporation.
the Superintendency there since 1948.
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